
PUMP
A mechanical device to increase the pressure energy of liquid. It is mostly used to 
raise fluid from lower to higher level. This is achieved by creating a low pressure at 
the suction side and ahigh pressure at the discharge side of the pump. 

Classification
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PISTON PUMPS

PLUNGER PUMPS

DIAPHRAGM PUMPS

RECIPROCATING PUMPS

GEAR PUMPS

LOBE PUMPS

SCREW PUMPS

CAM PUMPS

VANE PUMPS

ROTARY PUMPS

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

PUMPS
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Based on two stroke principles:

√ High pressure, high efficiency
√ Self-priming

√ Small quantity, vibration, physical dimension, uneven flow

Used mainly for handling slurries in plant processes and pipeline 
applications

RECIPROCATING PUMPS
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Reciprocating Piston Pump

Based on two stroke 
principles:

√ High pressure, high 
efficiency

√ Self-priming

√ Small quantity, 
vibration, physical 
dimension, uneven flow

Used mainly for handling 
slurries in plant processes 
and pipeline applications

RECIPROCATING PUMPS
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Plunger Pump

 Two ball check valves on each side
 Low pressure on the upward part,

high pressure on the downward part
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 Rod is moved to push and pull the 
diaphragm.

 Can be used to make artificial hearts.

Diaphragm Pump



6 Radial Piston Pump
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Rotary Positive Displacement pumps
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Gear Pump
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Screw Pump

 Screw pumps carry fluid in the spaces between 
the screw threads.

 The fluid is displaced axially as the screws mesh. 
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Lobe Pump

 Fluid is carried between the rotor teeth and the 
pumping chamber 

 The rotor surfaces create continuous sealing

 Rotors include bi-wing, tri-lobe, and multi-lobe 
configurations



11 Vane Pump



CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

 Convert the mechanical energy into hydraulic 
energy by centrifugal force on the liquid

 Constitute the most common type of pumping 
machinery

 Used to move liquids through a piping system

 Has two main components:

1. Stationary componets, casing, casing cover 
and bearings

2. Rotating components, impeller and shaft

Classified into three categories ; Radial Flow, 
Mixed Flow, Axial Flow
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 Simplest piece of equipment in any process plant
 Energy changes occur by virtue of impeller and volute
 Liquid is fed into the pump at the center of a rotating 

impeller and thrown outward by centrifugal force
 The conversion of kinetic energy into pressure energy 

supplies the pressure difference between the suction side 
and delivery side of the pump
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Advantages

 Simple in construction and cheap
 Handle liquid with large amounts of solids
 No metal to metal fits
 No valves involved in pump operation
 Maintenance costs are lower

Disadvantages

 Cannot handle highly viscous fluids efficiently
 Cannot be operated at high heads
 Maximum efficiency holds over a narrow range of 

conditions

Centrifugal Pump

Open, Semi-open and enclosed impellers
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Radial, axial and mixed flow impellers

Single and double suction impeller
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Specific speed

43)(gH

QN
NS 

Specific speed is the dimensionless parameter for comparison 
of pump. It is the speed of a geometrically similar pump 
producing unit head and deliver unit quantity of fluid

Specific speed classification of pumps

The best efficiency is obtained for the various types of pumps in this range of specific speeds indicated

Q= flow rate (m3/s) , N = rotor speed (RPM)and H= head developed (m)
43H

QN
NS 

More often dimensional specific speed is used in practise



16 Typical Installation of a centrifugal pump 
showing change in pressure

 and  w both represents specific weight, g
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NPSH should be such that the fluid does not boil under reduced pressure.

Cavitation and NPSH

Cavitation is the formation and subsequent collapse of vapour bubbles in a flowing liquid and is often responsible for 

significant damage of impellers of pumps. The formation of vapour bubbles in the pumping fluid will occur when the when 

the fluid pressure drops below its vapour pressure. 

The above equation indicates the NPSH available. If NPSH available is less than NPSH required then cavitation will occur.
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Velocity vector diagram and work done for a centrifugal pump

Rate of change of angular 
momentum

Q = Liquid flow rate; w= specific weight, g
r1 & r2 impeller radius at inlet and outlet respectively

Energy transfer per unit weight is referred as Euler Head (He) 

For axial or radial fluid entry (no whirl component), term Vu1u1 vanishes  and the Euler equation takes the form



19 Backward curved, radial and forward curved vanes

Influence of vane exit angle on head capacity and 
power capacity relationship
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Head -Capacity and Head- Power Relationship

When u2, 2 and A2 fixed 

Influence of vane exit angle 
on head capacity relationship

Influence of vane exit angle 
on Power capacity 
relationship

��=k1-k2cot2.QWhen u2, A2 and Q is fixed 
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Axial Flow PumpBore Hole Pump
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Operation of reciprocating pump

Single & Double acting reciprocating pump 

Discharge-crank angle diagram for Single & 
Double acting reciprocating pump 

Schematics of a double cylinder reciprocating pump 

Schematic of a three throw pump Performance of a three throw pump 
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Work and Power output

Theoretical Indicator diagram

Suction side; force on piston= whsA; work done = whsAL
Where, A= area of piston, L= stroke, hs= suction head 

Delivery side; force on piston= whdA; work done = whdAL
Where, A= area of piston, L= stroke, hd = delivery head 

Total work done = w(hs+ hd)AL
Theoretical Power required to drive the pump 
= w(hs+ hd)AL.N/60= wQthH ; where, N= RPM

Actual Power =Theoretical Power / Efficiency of the pump


